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A B S T R A C T
In multi-atlas based segmentation, a target image is segmented by registering multiple atlas images to this target image and propagating the corresponding atlas segmentations. These propagated segmentations are then combined into a single segmentation in a process called label fusion.

Multi-atlas based segmentation is a segmentation method that allows fully automatic segmentation of image populations that exhibit a large variability in shape and image quality. Fusing the results of multiple atlases makes this technique robust and reliable. Previously, we have presented the SIMPLE method for label fusion and have shown that it outperforms existing methods. However, the downside of this method is its computation time and the fact that it requires a large atlas set. This is not always a problem, but in some cases segmentation may be time-critical or large atlas sets are not available.

This paper presents a new label fusion method which is a local version of the SIMPLE method that has two advantages: when a large atlas set is available it improves the accuracy of label fusion and when this is not the case it gives the same accuracy as the original SIMPLE method, but with considerably fewer atlases. This is made possible by better utilizing the local information contained in propagated segmentations that would otherwise be discarded. Our method (semi-)automatically divides the propagated segmentations in multiple regions. A label fusion process can then be applied to each of these regions separately and the end result can be reconstructed out of multiple partial results. We demonstrate that the number of atlases needed can be reduced to 20 atlases without compromising segmentation quality. Our method is validated in an application to segmentation of the prostate, using an atlas set of 125 manually segmented images.

© 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The segmentation of medical images is often required to support, amongst others, diagnosis and treatment planning. However, manual segmentation is a tedious and time-consuming task, and for this reason automatic image segmentation is currently one of the main challenges of medical image analysis. Among the many approaches to automatic segmentation, classifier combination or ‘label fusion’ strategies have gained popularity in the last decade. Classifier combination, a method that originates in the area of pattern analysis [11], deals with the combination of multiple observations of the same pattern. Label fusion, likewise, combines multiple estimates of the segmentation of a (medical) image. These segmentations or ‘labels’ are generated either manually or automatically.

Each of the estimated segmentations contains unique information that may be complementary to the information contained in other estimated segmentations and therefore a combination of multiple estimates leads to a combined result that is more accurate than each segmentation individually (see Fig. 1). Label fusion increases the accuracy of the segmentation process, but also its robustness. Label fusion methods have been shown to better be able to handle statistical outliers than any dedicated classification strategy because they allow individual segmentations to have small errors.

In this paper, we target label fusion of segmentations that have been computed automatically in an atlas-based segmentation procedure, which derives segmentations from other, already segmented images (so-called ‘atlases’). Its outline is conceptually simple (see Fig. 2): first, an image registration procedure is used to find a spatial relation between atlas and target image in the form of a transformation \( T \) that aligns the two images.
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Because this same spatial relation exists between the segmentations of atlas and target image, the transformation can then be applied to propagate the atlas segmentation. A more detailed introduction will be given in Section 2.

In reality, T will not perfectly propagate the atlas segmentation because it is often not possible to perfectly align two medical images. As a result there will be an error in the resulting segmentation of the target image. By registering many atlases rather than one, the procedure can be made more robust because non-systematic errors in segmentations can be corrected with the help of other segmentations [20]. In a label fusion process, all the propagated atlas segmentations are then combined to form a single segmentation of the target image. The feasibility of atlas-based segmentation using label fusion has been shown in many studies ([1–5,9,10,13,15,19,21]).

A critical aspect of atlas-based segmentation is the careful construction of the atlas set. An atlas-based segmentation strategy can only be successful if the atlas set is a good representation of the population of target images. In applications where the shape variability within the population of target images is limited, a small atlas set suffices to get good results. However, in most applications the shape variability is large and therefore a large atlas set is needed to support a robust and accurate atlas-based segmentation strategy.

The main obstacles in applying atlas-based segmentation in clinical practice are not only that this requires experts to provide manual segmentations for a large set of atlas images, but also that it requires a large amount of computation time, as every single atlas image must be registered to a target image. Both of these requirements can often not be met in practice and because of these practical limitations small atlas sets are often used. This compromises the robustness of the label fusion process and causes the result of atlas-based segmentation to be sub-optimal in many applications.

Previously, we have proposed the SIMPLE algorithm [14], which discards atlases of which the performance is estimated to be poor before including them in the label fusion process. This method has been shown to outperform existing label fusion methods but relies on a large atlas set. Given the above-mentioned considerations, the SIMPLE algorithm may not always be applicable.

In this paper, we present a local version of the SIMPLE algorithm that has two advantages. First, when a large atlas set is available we show that the proposed approach yields an accuracy improvement compared with existing methods. Second, when only a small atlas set is available, the local SIMPLE method achieves the same accuracy as the state-of-the-art label fusion methods using a considerably smaller atlas set. We demonstrate our method in an application to prostate segmentation for the purpose of radiotherapy treatment planning. This paper is based on an earlier conference paper [16] in which we presented preliminary results.

In Section 2 we will give a short introduction to atlas-based segmentation and provide context and background for our method by referencing some of the existing literature on label fusion. In Section 3 we will define our methodology and in Section 4 we will discuss the division into regions and propose three methods for doing so. We will describe our data and experiments in Section 5 and give results in Section 6. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for further research can be found in Section 7.

2. Atlas-based segmentation

When a set of atlases \( A_i \) is available, atlas-based segmentation is often a successful approach to segmenting an image. An atlas \( A_i = (I_i, L_i) \) can be defined as a pair of an image \( I_i \) and a label \( L_i \) that is derived from a manual segmentation. If \( L_{\text{target}} \) denotes the target image one is trying to segment, we can estimate its unknown label \( L_{\text{target}} \) by registering the atlases images \( I_i \) to the target image and then propagating each of the corresponding atlas labels \( L_i \). Each propagated atlas label is an estimate or classifier of the label of the target image and all these propagated segmentations can be combined into a single estimate of \( L_{\text{target}} \) in a label fusion process [11].

An atlas-based segmentation procedure can be summarized as follows:

1. **Image registration**: a transformation function \( T_i(I_i) \approx I_{\text{target}} \) that aligns the atlas images with the target image is computed by registering \( I_i \) to \( I_{\text{target}} \).
2. **Label propagation**: given this transformation, the propagated segmentation \( L'_i \) is computed as \( L'_i = T_i(L_i) \).
3. **Label fusion**: an estimate segmentation \( L_{\text{target}} \) of the ground truth segmentation \( L_{\text{target}} \) is computed by combining all labels \( L'_i \) in a label fusion procedure.

Many papers have been published on image registration, but a review of these methods falls outside the scope of this paper and we refer to the overviews that are available on this topic [17, 27] and the references therein. Label propagation is a straightforward process in which atlas segmentations are propagated using the deformation field that results from the registration of the corresponding images.

2.1. Label fusion – performance estimation

This paper focuses on the label fusion process, in which propagated atlas segmentations are combined into a single segmentation of the target image. A simple way to combine segmentations is a majority voting procedure (e.g. as is done in [10]), in which each voxel in the combined image has the same value as the majority of corresponding voxels in the propagated atlas segmentations. However, in most cases a better result can be achieved by using more advanced strategies that take into account the accuracy of a propagated atlas.

A popular approach to more advanced label fusion is performance estimation: by weighing the influence of atlases based on their estimated accuracy or performance, one can reduce the effect of inaccurately propagated segmentations in the label fusion process and increase the effect of highly accurate segmentations. A well-known performance estimation method is the STAPLE method by Warfield et al. [26], which was extended to work for multi-class segmentations both in [26, 21]. The algorithm estimates the sensitivity and specificity parameters of the performance of
segments and that of the ground truth segmentation simultaneously using an expectation–maximization approach. Although the algorithm can be applied to label fusion of automatically generated labels, it is designed to estimate the performance of human raters and may not work optimally in the context of atlas-based segmentation [7]

When combining a large number of propagated atlas segmentations without prior knowledge on their performance, an expectation–maximization strategy will likely converge to a local optimum. In [6], a continuous version of the algorithm was presented that also works well for continuous cases, such as for example in the case of tensor images. In this method, a bias and a covariance matrix are used rather than sensitivity and specificity parameters.

Recently, an algorithm called COLLATE has been proposed, which takes into account the spatially varying performance that exists due to the fact that some regions in an image (e.g. borders with a sharp contrast) are easier to segment than other regions [3]. It estimates the consensus level for each voxel and takes this into account when locally determining rater behavior. It is shown to outperform STAPLE, especially for small numbers of atlases, but this is shown only for synthetic data.

The same authors also presented a local version of STAPLE called Spatial STAPLE, which estimates the bias of a single atlas locally by estimating a regional confusion matrix using the local cross correlation that replaces the global performance estimation during the expectation–maximization procedure [5]. This method is better able to capture the performance of atlases if this performance greatly differs over different regions of an atlas, but still suffers from the same limitations concerning a large shape variance in the atlas set.

In [2,9], the performance of atlases is estimated locally by looking at the local image similarity of the atlas image after registration and the target image. However, as noted in [2], the relation between image similarity and segmentation quality is far from optimal. In [24], Sdika proposed to use an accuracy map that is composed by pre-registering the atlas images to each other and measuring the accuracy with which this can be achieved. However, it was shown that this method only provided a significant improvement in combination with an intensity classification method, of which the accuracy is very application-specific.

2.3. Label fusion and atlas selection

An alternative to performance estimation is atlas selection [20]. In this approach, low quality segmentations are entirely discarded and the remaining atlases are combined into a single segmentation.

Aljabar et al. make a selection out of a set of 275 atlases based on the image similarity that results when these atlases as well as the target image are registered to a randomly chosen reference image [1]. This reduces the required computation time because only the target image has to be registered online. It is shown that this method outperforms selection based on meta-data in an application to brain images. However, even if a reduction in computation time can be established, the authors still assume the availability of a large atlas set, which is not a reasonable assumption in most practices.

Klein et al. apply atlas-based segmentation to the prostate [13]. Using a smaller atlas set of 50 atlases, they register all atlas images directly onto the target image. A fixed set of atlas images is then selected based on the result of the registration and these images are combined using a majority vote. Because atlas images are directly registered onto the target image, the corresponding image similarity and consequently the selection step will be more accurate than in the approach of Aljabar et al., but this strategy is not feasible for large atlas sets due to the computational burden of having to register a large atlas set.

Commowick et al. locally select atlases that are most similar to the target image, and use these local regions to create a patient-specific atlas [6]. However, to save computational time, they only register atlas images to an average atlas image which then in turn is registered to the target image. Although this is considerably more efficient, it may not be a feasible strategy when there is a large shape or appearance variability in the population of target images. Van Rikxoort et al. propose a similar local selection strategy, in which the atlas images are divided into eight blocks of roughly equal volume [19]. Then, it is locally decided which atlases must be registered based on an estimate of how much additional information the propagated atlas segmentation would locally add. The method reduces computation time, but still requires segmentations to be made available for all atlas images and is only validated on a relatively small atlas set (consisting of 39 atlases).

Cardoso et al. select atlases locally based on the local normalized cross correlation and then subject the selected atlases to the STAPLE algorithm. They present significant improvements over global selection and, more importantly, conclude that local atlas selection is more robust than global atlas selection. However, as noted before, imaging artifacts and anatomical irregularities may cause image similarity to be a sub-optimal indicator of registration and propagation accuracy.

2.4. The SIMPLE algorithm

In [14], we proposed the SIMPLE algorithm, which combines performance estimation and atlas selection in an iterative strategy that alternately estimates the performance and makes a selection of the atlases based on this estimated performance. Because discarding atlases with a poor performance will likely improve the results, this is repeated until convergence. In [15], a version of the SIMPLE algorithm was presented that estimates atlas performance locally, but still requires all atlases to be manually segmented and registered to the target image. In this paper, we present a local version of the SIMPLE algorithm that, similar to the algorithm presented in [19], semi-automatically divides a segmentation into regions that are dealt with independently. We show that, when using this method with a large atlas set, the accuracy of label fusion can be improved. When a large atlas set is not available, the method can greatly reduce the number of atlases that is required to approximately 20 atlases without compromising the accuracy of label fusion.

3. Method

In this section we give an outline of our method, which works on regions within an image, without detailing what regions are used. The division of an image into regions is discussed in Section 4.

3.1. Initialization

As an initialization of the method, we compute an initial estimate \(I_{\text{init}}^i\) of the segmentation of \(I_{\text{target}}\) by combining all propagated segmentations \(I^i\) using a simple majority vote. In multiple studies, this very basic approach has been shown to lead to good results and we therefore assume that \(I_{\text{init}}^i \approx I_{\text{target}}, I_{\text{init}}^i\) is then divided into \(m\) regions in a procedure that we will explain in detail in Section 4.

The regions are indicated as \([I_{\text{init}}^i]^j\), with \(0 < j \leq m\). It is assumed that \(\forall_{j,i} \left(I_{\text{init}}^i \cap [I_{\text{init}}^i]^j = \emptyset\right)\), i.e. none of the regions overlap, and\(\sum_{j=1}^{m} [I_{\text{init}}^i]^j = I_{\text{init}}^i\), i.e. there is no part of \(I_{\text{init}}^i\) that is not covered in one of its regions.
All regions are then projected onto each individual segmentation $L_i$. Because all atlas images have been registered to the target image, the regions $\frac{L^0_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}$ and $\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}$ cover the same geometrical space and the voxel sets of $\frac{L^0_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}$ and $\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}$ are the same.

The performance $\phi$ of a region $\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}$ can then be estimated as $\phi(\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}) = \text{DSC}(\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}, \frac{L^0_\text{ori}}{C_{22}})$, where DSC() is a function that returns the Dice Similarity Coefficient [8]. The motivation for this is that if $\frac{L^0_\text{ori}}{C_{22}} = \frac{L^i_\text{target}}{C_{22}}$, it is likely that $\text{DSC}(\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}, \frac{L^0_\text{ori}}{C_{22}})$ approximates the unknown true performance $\phi(\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}})$, which is defined as $\phi(\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}) = \text{DSC}(\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}}, \frac{L^i_\text{target}}{C_{22}})$. In the remainder of the paper we will write $\phi|_0$ and $\phi|_i$ short for $\phi(\frac{L^0_\text{ori}}{C_{22}})$ and $\phi(\frac{L^i_\text{ori}}{C_{22}})$ while the performances of the combined segmentations are denoted as $\phi^k = \text{DSC}(\frac{L^0_\text{seg}}{C_{22}}, \frac{L^1_\text{seg}}{C_{22}}, \ldots, \frac{L^k_\text{seg}}{C_{22}})$.

3.2. Iterative selection

After the described initialization, which can be done fully automatically, our method enters into an iterative process. In each iteration, a selection step is performed, in which those regions of the propagated atlas segmentations are discarded for which $\phi^k < \theta$, where the threshold $\theta = \theta - \alpha \sigma$ depends on the mean and standard deviation of the performances of all selected atlases for region $j$. In [14], we give an analysis of different settings of $\alpha$, but in general $\alpha$ can be set to $1 + \left(\frac{\phi|_0}{\phi|_i}\right)$, where $\hat{S}$ is the set of selected atlases in iteration $i$. This means that in the first iteration all atlases with a performance that is more than two standard deviations below average are discarded, and that the selection gradually becomes more strict, as the accuracy of $\phi|_i$ increases. The rationale behind discarding regions of an atlas segmentation with a low performance is that these regions likely do not contribute to the end result of the label fusion process.

Once label regions have been discarded, the remaining label regions can be recombined into a single segmentation using a majority vote. Because all regions are disjoint and because they add up to a complete segmentation, a new majority vote can be computed of all partial labels on a per-voxel basis.

Based on this new majority vote, performances for each region can be re-estimated. Because the worst performing atlases have been discarded, we assume that $\phi^{k+1} > \phi^k$. Because the accuracy of our estimate of $\frac{L^i_\text{target}}{C_{22}}$ has improved, in the next iteration we are better able to identify outliers that would have been missed in the first iteration. These outliers are again discarded and the entire procedure is repeated until no more outliers can be found, i.e. when the estimated performances of the remaining label regions are sufficiently close together.

3.3. Stopping criteria

During our local label fusion method, a set of selected atlas regions is maintained for each region separately. It is possible and even likely that in one region more atlases are discarded than in another region, and therefore convergence has to be detected for each region individually. If the set of labels for a specific region converges, then the algorithm will stop for that specific region but continue discarding outlying labels in the other regions. Once all regions have converged, the algorithm stops.

In addition to stopping when the method converges, we also want to stop when the method starts discarding the 'wrong' atlases. This occurs when the average estimated performance decreases or when the standard deviation of the estimated performance increases. In both these cases it can no longer be assumed that the estimated performance in iteration $k + 1$ is better than in iteration $k$ and therefore the method stops for a specific region in these cases.

The method is demonstrated in a two-dimensional example in Fig. 3.

4. Division into regions

By making use of local information to select local regions of an atlas, the results of label fusion can be improved [3,19]. However, a method can also be ‘too’ local: in this case contextual information is lost and the combined atlas will lose cohesion when regions are put back together. If atlas selection is done on a per-voxel basis, the result is equal to a simple majority vote. Because a per-voxel approach suffers from a lack of contextual information, a local approach in this case provides no additional benefit. Another concern of a local approach is that local results will eventually have to be recombined into a global result. This may lead to discontinuities in the global result which can be partly remedied by choosing overlapping regions. This approach is taken in both [3,19], but requires additional computation time. Care must be taken in choosing the local regions. In this section we will motivate three different ways of dividing an atlas into regions.

4.1. Blocks

The first division of segmentations is into eight blocks, which can be easily created by dividing a segmentation with three orthogonal planes through its center of gravity. The advantage of this division in regions is that it can be very easily computed. The disadvantage is that, because this division is very coarse, there is little meaningful contextual information within each region.

4.2. User-defined regions

Within a segmentation, usually different structures can be discerned by an expert. Fully automatic methods do not take expert knowledge into account, but this has the large advantage that no human intervention is needed. To still make such a method able to fuse labels locally, a techniques that is equivalent to Parzen Windows can be used [23]. However, it is impossible to realistically model human anatomy based on heuristics alone. Therefore, one of the methods we test here is a semi-automatic, user-driven method of defining regions. In [15], we presented such a method that requires an expert to define regions only once per application as a 2D radial map, which can then be converted to a spherical map that can be projected onto a segmentation. Using this method, the effort required of the expert is minimal. This method works for our application because the prostate is roughly convex and spherical, but has not been validated for other applications and it must be emphasized that it is not the purpose of this paper to propose a generally applicable method of dividing a segmentation into user-defined regions. The relevant part of the literature is the actual division into regions as is detailed in Section 4, and the main purpose of the method given in [15] is merely to make the definition of regions feasible in clinical practice.

4.3. Slices

For the data used in this paper, when creating a segmentation, experts go through an image on a slice-by-slice basis. Some slices are manually segmented, in others a contour is created based on
interpolations of the manual segmentations in neighboring slices. Especially in regions where the tangent of the segmentation rapidly changes, many slices will be manually segmented because interpolation is not realistic in these regions. In this case, it is not illogical that there is a bias in the atlas segmentations on a per-slice basis. Therefore we also tested a method that interprets slices as a region.

5. Data and experiments

We tested our method on a set of 125 MR-images of the prostate. Consecutive patients that were treated between mid-2007 and mid-2009 were included after giving informed consent. No criteria were used for inclusion in or exclusion from this study. All images were acquired with a 3 Tesla scanner (Philips 3T scanner, Gyroscan NT Intera, Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) using a flex-M coil and a Balanced Turbo Field Echo (BTFE) sequence. All images consisted of $512 \times 512 \times 90$ voxels with a resolution of $0.49 \times 0.49 \times 1.0$ mm. In all images, the entire prostate was segmented by an expert. The segmentation was approved by a second expert. Fig. 4 shows slices of a few examples, where Fig. 4a shows a ‘typical’ prostate and Fig. 4b and c show a prostate with respectively a large and a small volume. The bottom row of Fig. 4 shows slices through the prostate in a region called the seminal vesicles, where Fig. 4d shows a ‘typical’ shape, whereas Fig. 4e and f show variations of the shape of the seminal vesicles. Note that these figures also show large variations in the shape and appearance of the rectum (directly below the prostate) and bladder (directly above the prostate). These figures demonstrate the difficulties that are typically encountered in our application. This is further quantified in Fig. 5, where the volumes of the region to be segmented are given. These two figures demonstrate why we need a large atlas set to be able to robustly use atlas-based segmentation. One of the experts made a division of the prostate into five different regions, based on their relevance in the practice of radiation treatment [25]. These regions are shown in Fig. 6. In this division, regions III and IV represent the areas that border on respectively the bladder and the rectum. These two regions were indicated by the expert because they border on vulnerable tissue and therefore require great accuracy. Region I represents the seminal vesicles, which are characteristic in the sense that they exhibit a much larger shape variability than the rest of the segmentation. Region V represents the apex and region II is made up of the ‘rest’ and has no specific meaning.

In a leave-one-out procedure, each of the 125 atlas images was segmented using atlas-based segmentation with the remaining 124 images as an atlas and the result was compared to the segmentation that was already available for that image. In each atlas-based segmentation procedure, the atlas images were registered to the target image by an affine registration followed by a non-rigid, NMI-driven B-spline registration [22] using the open source registration package Elastix ([12], available at elastix.isi.uu.nl). In Fig. 7, a histogram of all $125 \times 124$ registration results is provided, measured as the overlap between the propagated atlas segmentation and the ground truth segmentation of the target image. The transformation that resulted from each registration procedure was applied to propagate the corresponding atlas segmentation.

First, we determined the best way to divide a segmentation into regions by comparing the three methods proposed in Section 4. We performed all 125 leave-one-out experiments once for each method of division in regions. Second, to verify that the local SIMPLE method is a valid method in its own right with a result that is at least as good as existing global label fusion approaches, we compared the local SIMPLE method to other label fusion methods, including the global SIMPLE method. Finally, we investigated if we can bring down the number of atlases that is needed for multi-atlas based segmentation by using a local approach. To this end, we computed label fusion results for sets of respectively 10, 20, 50 and 124 atlases. These atlas sets were randomly chosen in an incremental fashion, such that $L_{10} \subset L_{20} \subset L_{50} \subset L_{124}$, where $L$ is the set of labels.

6. Results

In Table 1, results are given for global label fusion and local label fusion using respectively blocks, regions and slices. Volume overlap was measured using the DSC and the surface distance was calculated both as the Mean Surface Distance (MSD) using the method given in [18] and the Hausdorff Distance. Results are given for the entire segmentation, but also for each individual region as was given by the expert, and are averaged over all 124 leave-one-out experiments.

From this table it can be concluded that the proposed local label fusion method only performs better than a global approach with user-defined regions. This is statistically significant ($p < 0.01$ in a paired-sample t-test). The proposed algorithm did not manage to outperform a global approach when segmentations were subdivided into slices or blocks. However, for the apex and to a lesser
extent for the vesicles, which are respectively the bottom and top regions of the segmentation in the normal direction of the slices, an approach based on a division in slices is significantly more accurate. An explanation for this is that because the manual segmentations of the atlas images are created on a slice-by-slice basis the first and last slice of the segmentations may also form a large part of the contour of the segmentation. Therefore at the outermost slices of the segmentations it is easier to identify labels with a poor quality: these labels will not exist at certain slices and yield a 0 DSC score, which is a clear outlier. It may be better to apply a slice-based division method at the outer ends of the segmentation, and to only divide the rest of the segmentation into regions, but this is left for further research. In the remainder of the paper we will assume that labels are divided into user-defined regions using the method presented in [15].

Fig. 4. Slices through the base of the prostate for a prostate of average (a), large (b) and small (c) size. Figures (d)–(f) show slices through part of the prostate called ‘seminal vesicles’ for a typical (d), a very elongated (e) and a very compact (f) shape of the seminal vesicles. In all figures, the delineation of the prostate is shown in white.

Fig. 5. Histogram of the volume of the ground truth prostate segmentation in our database.

Fig. 6. Division of the prostate into five regions.
In a second experiment we compared local label fusion to other label fusion methods. We compared the proposed method to the original SIMPLE method and to a simple majority vote (MV). In addition we compared the results of our method to an atlas selection strategy (AS) similar to that used in [13,1], where the atlases are selected that best register to the target image, measured by the image similarity used in the registration. We also employed a strategy (PE) that is similar to the ones proposed in [2,9], in which atlases are weighted by their performance, which is estimated by looking at the image similarity after registration. Finally the method was compared to a reimplementation of the ALMAS algorithm [19], the STAPLE algorithm [26] and the Spatial STAPLE algorithm [3], for both of which code from the authors of those methods was available online. Parameters for these methods were tuned with the help of those authors. In the case of Spatial STAPLE, which had difficulty dealing with our full dataset, we selected the 50 atlases with the largest image similarity after registration to serve as an input.

The results are given in Table 2, measured with the DSC and the mean surface distance. Methods that significantly outperform the majority vote ($p < 0.01$ in a paired-sample t-test) are flagged with an asterisk. The values shown are the means and standard deviations.

| Table 1 Mean and standard deviations of the accuracy of global label fusion and local label fusion using different methods of division. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | DSC             | Blocks          | Regions         | Slices          |
| Total           | $0.87 \pm 0.068$| $0.86 \pm 0.083$| $0.89 \pm 0.038$| $0.87 \pm 0.070$|
| Region I        | $0.79 \pm 0.092$| $0.81 \pm 0.11$ | $0.83 \pm 0.052$| $0.85 \pm 0.045$|
| Region II       | $0.89 \pm 0.063$| $0.88 \pm 0.065$| $0.89 \pm 0.039$| $0.86 \pm 0.080$|
| Region III      | $0.89 \pm 0.067$| $0.90 \pm 0.093$| $0.90 \pm 0.031$| $0.86 \pm 0.082$|
| Region IV       | $0.84 \pm 0.062$| $0.83 \pm 0.062$| $0.85 \pm 0.034$| $0.81 \pm 0.077$|
| Region V        | $0.89 \pm 0.073$| $0.88 \pm 0.081$| $0.90 \pm 0.041$| $0.92 \pm 0.048$|
| MSD (mm)        |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Total           | $2.26 \pm 0.40$ | $2.45 \pm 0.45$ | $2.16 \pm 0.38$ | $2.39 \pm 0.47$ |
| Region I        | $2.43 \pm 0.43$ | $2.89 \pm 0.52$ | $2.19 \pm 0.46$ | $2.13 \pm 0.40$ |
| Region II       | $2.14 \pm 0.38$ | $2.31 \pm 0.44$ | $2.08 \pm 0.33$ | $2.52 \pm 0.52$ |
| Region III      | $2.19 \pm 0.41$ | $2.29 \pm 0.39$ | $2.19 \pm 0.39$ | $2.47 \pm 0.45$ |
| Region IV       | $2.31 \pm 0.37$ | $2.44 \pm 0.48$ | $2.17 \pm 0.35$ | $2.54 \pm 0.50$ |
| Region V        | $2.20 \pm 0.46$ | $2.24 \pm 0.38$ | $2.12 \pm 0.36$ | $2.11 \pm 0.39$ |
| Hausdorff (mm)  |                 |                 |                 |                 |
| Total           | $9.51 \pm 2.93$ | $9.11 \pm 2.91$ | $8.98 \pm 2.64$ | $9.41 \pm 3.01$ |
| Region I        | $10.73 \pm 4.21$| $10.84 \pm 4.37$| $10.12 \pm 3.25$| $9.27 \pm 3.47$ |
| Region II       | $9.01 \pm 3.44$ | $9.09 \pm 3.29$ | $8.83 \pm 3.51$ | $9.14 \pm 3.69$ |
| Region III      | $9.28 \pm 2.31$ | $8.63 \pm 2.78$ | $8.77 \pm 2.39$ | $9.06 \pm 2.91$ |
| Region IV       | $9.13 \pm 2.58$ | $8.54 \pm 2.81$ | $8.40 \pm 2.13$ | $8.79 \pm 2.62$ |
| Region V        | $8.47 \pm 2.57$ | $7.74 \pm 2.62$ | $7.94 \pm 2.24$ | $6.92 \pm 2.31$ |

**Fig. 7.** Histogram of the registration results of all registrations.

Table 2 Mean and standard deviation of the results of 125 experiments, measured as DSC and MSD.

| Table 2 Mean and standard deviation of the results of 125 experiments, measured as DSC and MSD. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                 | DSC             | MSD (mm)        | Hausdorff (mm)  |
| Majority vote   | $0.83 \pm 0.076$| $2.60 \pm 0.47$ | $13.01 \pm 4.39$|
| Atlas selection | $0.84 \pm 0.067$| $2.39 \pm 0.46^*$| $11.31 \pm 3.61^*$|
| Performance estimation | $0.84 \pm 0.062$| $2.42 \pm 0.34^*$| $12.89 \pm 4.07$|
| STAPLE          | $0.85 \pm 0.067^*$| $2.45 \pm 0.68$| $12.46 \pm 3.87^*$|
| SIMPLE          | $0.87 \pm 0.068^*$| $2.26 \pm 0.40^*$| $9.51 \pm 2.93^*$|
| ALMAS           | $0.84 \pm 0.070$| $2.38 \pm 0.55^*$| $11.38 \pm 3.54^*$|
| Spatial STAPLE  | $0.87 \pm 0.066^*$| $2.20 \pm 0.35^*$| $10.21 \pm 3.26^*$|
| Local SIMPLE    | $0.89 \pm 0.038^*$| $2.16 \pm 0.38^*$| $8.98 \pm 2.64^*$|

Although Local SIMPLE outperforms all other label fusion methods, this is accompanied by a large increase in computation time (5 h for local SIMPLE compared to 16 min for global SIMPLE). In addition, the accuracy improvement has only been shown for a large number of atlases. Although large atlas sets are available in an increasing number of applications, there are still many cases...
that the global SIMPLE algorithm performs better when using more than 20 atlases. The reason for this is that, when provided with fewer atlases, the local SIMPLE method uses its input more efficiently. Fig. 8 shows a boxplot that displays what percentage of the input atlases are fully or partially used for different sizes of the atlas set. Again, the Hausdorff distance is lower the more atlases are used and this, again, indicates that being able to deselect extreme outliers is the main reason for a small Hausdorff distance.

Local label fusion with 20 atlases is considerably faster than with 124 atlases, taking 27 min compared to over 5 h with 124 atlases on a standard desktop computer with a 2.66 GHz processor and 3.25 MB of RAM. In addition considerably less time was needed offline to register the atlas images (approximately 5 h compared to 27 h on a desktop computer).

### 7. Conclusions and future research

In this paper we proposed a new local label fusion method for multi-atlas based segmentation that is an extension of the previously published SIMPLE algorithm. A local approach to atlas-based segmentation in itself is not a new idea, but results show that, when using a large atlas set of 124 atlases, the proposed method can be used to achieve a significant accuracy improvement compared to state-of-the-art methods, including the original SIMPLE algorithm. However, the main purpose of this paper was to show that the benefits of the original SIMPLE algorithm such as simultaneous atlas selection and performance estimation as well as the ability to take advantage of large atlas sets [14] translate to a local approach. Our method takes a considerable amount of computation time, which may make it a less attractive option in time-intensive applications.

Therefore, we have also shown that the method does not perform significantly worse when using only 20 atlases. However, although we still find an accuracy improvement over existing methods this is no longer statistically significant and the only claim that we can therefore make is that the local SIMPLE algorithm can also be applied to small atlas sets, thereby overcoming one of the disadvantages of the original SIMPLE algorithm.

In testing our method against other global and local methods, we assumed that large atlas sets are available. We have shown that the proposed method yields an improvement over existing methods, but we have not shown that our method also outperforms other methods for small atlas sets. In clinical practice, it is often difficult to provide large atlas sets and in these cases a local approach may not outperform non-local approaches.

It must be noted that although the proposed method offers a significant improvement in our application, this may not be the case in other applications. As demonstrated in Figs. 3 and 4, our application exhibits a large variability in shape and volume. This large variability forces us to use a large atlas set in order to be able to robustly segment images in the target population: because the variability in the population is large, the variability in the atlas set must be equally large. Because the prostate is a common cancer site, many atlases are or can be made available.

In other applications, such as for example the brain, volume differences between subjects may be much smaller. As a result, a small atlas set suffices and the proposed method will likely yield a smaller improvement than is presented in this paper. In yet other applications, such as the cervix, the large shape variability of one of the target organs (the uterus) demands a large atlas set but in normal practice not enough atlases are available because cervical cancer is less common than prostate cancer. Other areas in which we expect our method to work well are the lungs and the liver: these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Evaluation of different numbers of atlases used by the Local SIMPLE method.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global SIMPLE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 atlases</td>
<td>0.82 ± 0.105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 atlases</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 atlases</td>
<td>0.85 ± 0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124 atlases</td>
<td>0.87 ± 0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local SIMPLE</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 atlases</td>
<td>0.83 ± 0.061</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 atlases</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 atlases</td>
<td>0.88 ± 0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>124 atlases</td>
<td>0.89 ± 0.038</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 8. Quartiles and median of the percentage of the input atlases that is fully or partially used.
organs display significant variability yet are common enough to generate a sufficiently large atlas set.

In addition to our two main claims, we have confirmed the finding in other recently published papers on label fusion that a local approach, compared to a global approach, is more accurate. We have also shown that a division into regions that is based on expert knowledge facilitates a more accurate label fusion than other methods of subdivision.

In the future we plan to validate our method in other applications as well. We expect that a local approach with user-defined regions will be less effective for very small segmentations, because here it is difficult to define user-defined regions. In these cases, a slice-based division in regions may yield a better result.

In addition we plan to investigate other, automatic, methods of using expert knowledge to divide a segmentation into regions, for example based on geometric features of the segmentation. In addition, we hope to further reduce the computation time of atlas-based segmentation by locally deciding which regions to include prior to registration, as is done in [19].
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